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Built on a foundation of entrepreneurship, Insidesource has 
always understood the importance of creativity, resourcefulness 
and innovation. Connecting us with the greater creative community, 
this zine aims to work as a platform to highlight makers, artists, 
innovators and creators, giving us the opportunity to explore the 
people, topics and themes that we see as contributing to the world 
in new and meaningful ways.

- Insidesource
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Graham
Design
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Graham Design lives in the upper fl oor of an unassuming grey block of a building nestled in 
between the San Francisco design district and Potrero Hill. The fi rst fl oor is inhabited by a fl ooring 
company, its window adorned with a white and blue brush script logo, taped up certifi cates and 
cardboard boxes looming in the background. Behind the modest façade, which at fi rst glance 
makes you think of a notary public offi  ce, resides Graham Design studio, comprised of Nancy and 
Brian Graham. Upon entering the space, we noticed the attention to detail in the organization 
of fabrics and fi nishes. A well curated collection of art and design books scale bookshelves and 
layers of trace paper with Brian’s conceptual sketches are tacked onto corkboard. Evidence of 
the creative process is clear, with stacks of pamphlets and notebooks, a worn in workstation and 
scattered pens. 
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Describe your collaboration 
process as a team.

B: We talked about this this morning and based on recent experience…. 
N: I did like, a side shade to him, a side smirk…
B: So here it is, I work on something, Nancy comes in, I say “what do you 
think?” She looks at it and goes, “I don’t know… have you thought of this, 
have you thought of that?” I’m immediately defensive. I think, “Oh no, 
we’ve got that fi gured out, this is great, thanks!” Then I think about 5 minutes 
later, and I think, y’know, she’s got a good point. So, then I think about it. 
Then I start drawing some more. Then I say “Boy, she’s totally right, this 
isn’t so great.” And then I try to make it better, and then it comes out better, 
and then – basically she’s always right. And that is the god’s honest truth.
N: I give that a thumbs up! 

What are you core values as a 
designer?

B: First and foremost, it would be empathy. Problem seeking, kind of 
a curiosity to seek out the root problem of something, beyond just the 
immediate kind of “we need one of these or one of those.” I think those 
two things probably are the most important.
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Brian and Nancy have been in the interiors business for 30 years and married 
for 27, with a common design education that eventually morphed, sending 
them down two diff erent yet intersecting paths. While Nancy’s expertise lies 
in both interiors and business, Brian went directly from interior design to 
furniture design, working with upwards of 18 furniture manufacturers. Brian 
describes Nancy as knowing a lot more about “practical things, applications 
and distributions.” Much like the Graham studio, their dynamic is juxtaposed 
and balanced — grounded and organized while beaming with creative energy. 
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B: The spelling [laughs]. I think American design tends to want to add on 
superfl uous stuff  that’s not necessary and I think by and large European 
design, the best European design, is reductive and more elemental. The 
thing that informs me and constantly challenges and inspires us is how can 
we remove the unessential and get down to the essence of something but 
still make it compelling as an object? 
N: I would equate it to getting dressed and accessorizing. You put everything 
on and, especially with accessories, and then you take something off . It 
might equate more for women.
B: I think that’s a really great analogy, only for me it ends up being my left shoe.

What is the biggest diff erence 
between European and American 
design?

What do you love about 
European design?

B: Confi dence and presentation.
N: I would also say the innovation. Not so much that it’s innovation 
from a technology standpoint as much as it is in the manufacturing or 
production side of things, so that they are actually able to accomplish 
this more reductive approach. And the Europeans achieve it in a much 
more effi  cient and consistent manner.



What comes to mind when you 
think about the future of design?

N: I would hope that design becomes more integrated into solving our biggest 
problems in the world today and that it replaces “design thinking,” the 
actual design.
B: Nancy and I have this saying, “well, ‘design thinking,’ we’re designers, 
the thinking is built in.” I think the future of design is at an interesting 
crossroads. There’s never been “design” used more as an adjective, a 
noun, in a descriptive way as it is today. And yet I think there’s still a general 
misunderstanding of what design actually is in terms of its best sense. I 
hope that people will continue to want to defi ne and understand more 
about how design really does have an impact to form a social perspective, 
a civic perspective.  
N: These are design problems and could be solved by design if there was 
more openness and interest in bringing design to the table for solving a lot 
of those issues. 
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Experience 
Table
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The Experience Table was sparked by the casual conversations that occur when people cross paths 
at industry tradeshows such as ICFF and NeoCon. The purpose is to create a platform where a 
diverse group of workplace industry infl uencers — end users, project managers, brokers, interior 
designers, industrial designers, art curators, sustainability and tech experts — can dig into the 
issues and ideas that transform the quality of the workplace experience.



Insidesource, in collaboration with aff ordances, 
held a roundtable discussion in SF with Bay Area 
infl uencers including Brian Graham.



What is the purpose 
of furniture? What 
makes it good?



Aesthetics have become a crucial part of workplace design. As we move 
into the 2020’s we’re seeing a myriad of new layouts, products and amenities, 
from modular furniture and spaces always in fl ux, to cafes and on-site bars, 
setting the new standards for work environments. While companies adjust 
their spaces according to trends and employee needs, technology continues 
to evolve, compounding challenges with creating products and spaces that 
are both beautiful and functional over time. Workplace design has become 
dynamic and complex and employees consider aesthetics now more than 
ever when assessing the company’s value.

But how do we fi nd that balance between aesthetics and the prime concern 
of usability? Seating needs to be ergonomic and furniture stress tested, as 
employees are challenging their structure at work even more than in 
residential use. While todays user is aesthetically driven to the Google and 
Pinterest images, designers still have to make room for usability. What are 
the possibilities for function, data and electricity? Functionality is critical 
for productivity in the workplace and for extending the life cycles of furniture. 
Are you designing just a table or an integrated solution? Brian Graham suggests 
that designers must remain pragmatic, open to consulting early in the design 
process to ensure furniture fulfi lls functional needs over time. 

Obsolescence

As we move forward with four generations in the workplace, frequent 
technological updates, and an equally as volatile set of interior trends, 
companies are facing a new set of challenges in obtaining furniture that 
will last. Though furniture is expected to last seven years, this is a tough ask 
in an ever-evolving work landscape.  

Designers are responsible with the daunting task of creating product that is 
fl exible among a diverse group of workers and an unpredictable trajectory of 
technology. How do we plan for 20 years ahead if we don’t know if a USB-C 
port will still be relevant? How can we predict what the workplace will look 
like in 10 years? One 2030 projection is that all offi  ces will have a variety of 
diff erent fl exible spaces, while others predict the desk will become obsolete. 
Nothing seems certain or permanent, and in the end the model will have 
to be broken — tech keeps changing, businesses outgrow their spaces and 
re-buying furniture becomes expensive and wasteful.  

Usability & Aesthetics
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The idea is the chair will morph 
over the years until furniture 
becomes something else. It is 
about the product lifecycle.

-Brian Graham     

“

”



Sustainability

As aesthetics and technology continue to evolve, we must consider the 
longevity and lifecycles of furniture and the opportunities in alternative 
production methods. Most furniture manufacturers outsource technology 
integration or disregard it entirely and furniture becomes obsolete. A more 
holistic approach must be taken within furniture companies, where tech and 
sustainability experts are integrated in key roles early in the design process, 
working closely with designers to ensure product is relevant for 
as long as possible.

More advocacy is needed in sustainability in commercial furniture. There is 
vast opportunity in the way of furniture donation, for example, that could 
abate the wasteful process of transporting and dumping product into landfi lls. 
This type of community outreach would be multi-benefi cial and especially 
timely considering the steep economic landscape in cities like San Francisco.

Making the shift into a sustainable working model is an ambitious but 
feasible undertaking. Companies like Interface have become leaders in the 
sustainability movement, weaving sustainable practices and environmental 
advocacy into their business models. Environmentally conscious companies 
continue to have higher growth rates in the market than those that subscribe 
to the status-quo. Sustainability is the future and in design the opportunities 
for sustainable innovation are immeasurable.   

Craft & Workmanship

How do we fi nd a balance between craftsmanship and accessibility? A 
culture of design is deeply instilled in Europe, where people are accustomed 
to a more considerate design process and longer lead times. This presents 
precarious translation into the US market, where we’re used to easy access 
and low prices. “How do you build respect into this? People don’t appreciate 
the workmanship that has gone into the furniture.” Shannon Riley of Building 
180 explains. How much craft, personalization, fl exibility and warranty do 
people want? And how much are end users willing to pay for workmanship 
when we have cheaper, easy access solutions like IKEA? “The answer is you 
need to tell the story of how the furniture was made.” Brian Graham says. 
John Phillips of OFS adds, “It is about the story and about authenticity. 
Authenticity has longevity.”
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Craft & Workmanship

How do we fi nd a balance between craftsmanship and accessibility? A 
culture of design is deeply instilled in Europe, where people are accustomed 
to a more considerate design process and longer lead times. This presents 
precarious translation into the US market, where we’re used to easy access 
and low prices. “How do you build respect into this? People don’t appreciate 
the workmanship that has gone into the furniture.” Shannon Riley of Building 
180 explains. How much craft, personalization, fl exibility and warranty do 
people want? And how much are end users willing to pay for workmanship 



Europe & the California Eff ect

While the US has excelled in the realms of industry and innovation, we’ve 
always looked to Europe to lead with design. Europe has paved the way in 
the arts, abiding by philosophical models, policies, traditions and lifestyles 
that couldn’t be more diff erent than those in the US. “Italy, Scandinavia, 
they have government subsidies and a tradition of the crafts, which are 
state-supported,” says Nancy Graham. This model lies in stark contrast 
with that of the US, where support for the arts is strained — design is often 
an afterthought, taking a backseat to productivity. 

In Europe the process is timely and more expensive, with 14-week lead 
times and craft and tooling investments. End users in the US are accustomed 
to quick turnaround times and inexpensive solutions, yet we still aspire to 
Europe’s high standards in design and craftsmanship, and therein lies the 
disconnect. 

At the same time, Europe is fi nding inspiration from the West Coast. 
Characterized by natural elements and a more approachable tone, The
California Eff ect of “cool” has begun to permeate global design. European 
designers are beginning to stray from the serious and intellectualized 
expression of design, looking to emulate the easy, airy, relaxed feel that is 
synonymous with the California vibe. Europe’s position as the global leader 
in design is unlikely to ever be challenged, but as California leads as the 
world’s seventh largest economy, it will continue to pioneer as an innovator 
and trendsetter in its own right. 



New 
People 

Part of our commitment at Insidesource is connecting to the greater creative community, and NEW 
PEOPLE allows us to dive into the beautiful, fun, happening and sometimes wonderfully weird 
world of the arts across the globe. For this issue we’ve featured artists from each of our Insidesource 
locations in the Bay Area, Seattle, New York and London.
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Ines Suarez de Puga | Ceramicist | Camberwell, London
@inessuarezdepuga

Ines’ interests lay in colour, prints and surface texture, which she developed through her material 
experimentations with clay for architectural ceramics and homeware. She specializes in creating small 
batch runs that always have an element of chance and playfulness.  
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Liz Ainslie | Painter | Brooklyn, NY
@liz.ainslie

The titles of Liz’s paintings are taken from ambiguous moments in speech. She listens to the radio
 or conversations she hears in public, extracting phrases and separating the words from their original 
context. This method mimics her painting process — abstractions formed from abbreviations, 
clipped motion and interrupted horizons. 
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Emily Counts | Sculptor | Seattle, WA
@emilyraecounts

Emily Counts’ primarily ceramic sculptures combine abstraction with representation and explore 
themes of connectivity, both physical and symbolic. She often incorporates wood, stained glass, 
lighting or interactive elements.  
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Alyssa Block | Artist & Product Designer | Bay Area, CA
@alyssa.block

Alyssa utilizes the solitary activity of drawing as a through-line between sculptures, animations 
and designed objects which examine temporality, identity and personal growth.
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Liam Hopkins | Illustrator | Los Angeles, CA
@liam.hopkins

Liam Hopkins is a Los Angeles based illustrator who’s work explores abstracting 
environments, people and objects with bright color palettes. Liam has worked with 
Insidesource in creating illustrations for our brand.
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Featured Projects:
Pinterest

Creativity and innovation were key concepts when working on the 505 Brannan St. project for Pinterest. 
Insidesource has partnered with Pinterest since 2009, serving each of their 10 locations across the 
United States and Europe. For this issue we delved into the 505 Brannan St. project, a clean, simple 
and intuitive space designed by IwamotoScott Architecture and Brereton Architects and winner of 
the 2019 International Interior Design Association Honor Award: Work Large.
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What was the top 
problem you faced 
but found a creative 
solution to through 
furniture?

““

To create an activated, inspiring, fl exible POPOS     space for Pinterest 
and the community to rendezvous. The furniture layout and its mobility 
in the space allows you to experience diff erent levels of engagement 
whether it be one-on-ones, quick meet-ups, casual collaboration 
around the large community table, or enjoying a private moment with 
a cup of coff ee from The Point.

1. POPOS: Privately owned public open spaces.

[1]
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How did this creative solution 
help support your company values 
and enhance the area it aff ects?

With the 50,000+ square foot location working as a clean and minimal canvas, 
our collaborative team designed custom mobile banquettes to support an 
activated space — a layout intended to be open, mobile and adaptable over 
time. Think of the space as a Pinterest pinboard and the furniture of pins 
— a creative plain always open to inspiration and evolution. It brought the 
community together and created a space for everyone to be inspired and 
productive.

5151

Planning and development for Pinterest’s 
custom banquettes spanned over a year, 
cycling through two design revisions and 
four mock-ups.



53Pinterest HQ2 | 505 Brannan, SF

“The teams were incredibly talented, understood our vision and 
designed space that was not only beautiful but functional. It’s a 
success when every square foot of our space is used as intended.”
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Learn more @ insidesource.com 
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